For more information about how we can help you with your pharmaceutical security needs, contact our Pharmaceutical Project Expert at:

PHARMA@CUSTOMVAULT.COM
OR CALL 866.431.7646 EXT. 4230, 203.403.4230

Learn more about CustomVault and what we are doing in your industry at:
WWW.CUSTOMVAULT.COM/SOLUTIONS/PHARMACEUTICAL.PHP
CustomVault has over 30 years of experience and leadership in DEA validated, high-security modular vault systems and complementary solutions for the pharmaceutical industry.

**WE KNOW THE SPECIFICATIONS**

Our pharmaceutical team is expert in the Office of Code of Federal Regulations 21CFR 1301.72, the governing specification for pharmaceutical applications. We have built hundreds of DEA approved vaults across the country for every major U.S. pharmaceutical manufacturer and distributor housing Schedule I and II controlled substances.

**WE KNOW YOUR BUSINESS**

CustomVault successfully manages:

- Racking and Storage Requirements
- Traffic Patterns
- Site Access Conditions and Structural Load Challenges
- Aggressive Timetables
- Limiting Disruption to Existing Operations

**DEA APPROVED MODULAR VAULT SYSTEMS**

CustomVault provides a number of fully customized, flexible vault options for the pharmaceutical industry including the:

**CustomVault HighBay™ Vault System:**

The first DEA validated, multi-story vault solution specifically designed to accommodate the pallet racking and forklift requirements of the pharmaceutical segment. Drive through doors provide easy access and optimize functionality.

**CustomVault LightWeight™ and MegaVault™ Systems:**

Standard height solutions from either laminate or concrete panels, available with UL Class M/DEA approved ratings.

**CustomVault MicroVault™:**

Purpose-built for laboratory settings.

**ELECTRONIC SECURITY**

CustomVault ensures clients a single point-of-contact for electronic security equipment needs by leveraging an extensive network of suppliers and benchmarking with the most advanced technologies including remote access. We Provide:

- Video Surveillance Equipment
- Access Control Equipment
- Intrusion Alarm Equipment
- True Integration of Components for Optimal Protection
- Stellar After-Sales Service via Comprehensive In-house Network

**DEA APPROVED WIRE CAGES**

CustomVault designs and installs DEA approved woven wire partition systems to complement vault systems and accommodate Class III, IV and V storage. We Provide:

- Total cages or wall sections that anchor into existing concrete building walls, ceilings and floors. Built to any size, and any height wall or clear span ceiling up to 35’.
- Cage doors in a wide range of standard sizes or built to custom specifications.
- Full range of standard size self-closing, self-locking, hinged and sliding gates.

**BULLET RESISTANT EQUIPMENT**

CustomVault offers UL UL/752 Level 1-7 rated products in any shape and size to meet project requirements. We Provide:

- Bullet Resistant Fiberglass Armor
- Transaction & Vision Windows
- Protective Wood, Steel and Glass Doors
- Curved Protective Glass
- Protective Bandit Barriers

**WE ARE RESPONSIVE BY DESIGN**

CustomVault’s HighBay™ vault solution was introduced in direct response to rapid fire product introductions frustrated by footprint limitations in pharmaceutical facilities. Taking advantage of warehouse elevations, the HighBay™ solution is driven by pallet rack requirements. Now the company offers a number of complements to our vault systems, including electronic security as dictated by industry needs. We provide expert customization, collaborative design and professional, responsive project execution from inception to completion, proving that CustomVault is Responsive by Design.